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thousand soldiers, with fifty white men and aeroplanes, arc
in Wai-Wai and Wardair to help them."
Again the neat grass huts made by Afewerk : though here
they were scattered more freely all over the camp. The
trenches too were cruder ; without a fire step and protected
at the top by branches only. Evidently, Afewerk had been
practising and learning before he constructed Gorahai,
There were eight wells.
Tafere chose night to take me round the fortifications.
I was surprised to find the trenches well manned, for when
I arrived there was hardly an Ethiopian visible. The
proportion of automatic rifles to ordinary pieces was remark-
able. In a nest which I had already noted as empty I was
astounded to discover some bird had laid a machine-gun.
I heard a flat sound like the patter of naked feet on hard
earth. I looked at the machine-gunner's face. It was
Wolde Mariam, my old friend in charge of the Gerazmatch's
machine-guns at Gorahai. He evidently served both
camps—and what if they were attacked simultaneously ?
He looked sheepish.
When I got back to my hut I found Moosa roaring with
laughter. The pock-marked cook had till then been sour,
silent and hideous as the grave. But Gerlogubi was a turning
point in his life : he never frowned again.
" There are only forty soldiers here/' he said. "When
you leave one place they leap up behind you and in another
place., then jump in trenches and pretend they're more
soldiers. Askaris noirs, they no good, they can't fight
Askaris blanches, only forty here, they'll run faster when the
Italians come."
Moosa slapped his great behind with mirth. He was
clearly the type of slave who would enjoy his Bacchanalia
and serve the white man humbly for the rest of the year.
And with another laugh he said, " Tafere send you biscoot
to eat. Tres sec. Biscoot indigene." Charmed by the
change in Moosa and by the trick played on me, I decided
to count the men in the morning. I got up very early.
It was true. There were only forty. The machine-gun
was being packed into a lorry and going back to Afewerk
at Gorahai.
There was no point in going on to Ado and Mersi.

